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Secret TrafficMachine to Award $10,000 to JV Partners During Launch

As the Secret Traffic Machine approaches liftoff date, its developer,Matt Bacak, is making some
extra room in the rocket launch. He’salso sweetening the deal by holding a $10,000 Cold Hard
Cash Contest. The cash winnings, which will be doled out two days prior to Christmas on
December 23, will be awarded to the top JV partners who helps him promote the product
during launch week.

Duluth, GA (PRWEB) December 03, 2011 -- Christmas is going to be a lot sweeter this year for some of Matt
Bacak’s product promoters. Last week, as the December 15 launch date of his latest product, the Secret Traffic
Machine, drew near, the Internet marketer sent out an invite to all his JV partners. Those who sign on to help
promote the Secret Traffic Machine during its launch week will be in the running to win the $10K Cold Hard
Cash Contest Bacak is holding in celebration. The lucky winner will be selected on December 23. Internet
marketers who would like to have a shot at the $10,000 in prizes can sign on at
www.secrettrafficmachine.com/jvinvite/.

When the Secret Traffic Machine debuts on Thursday, December 15, 2011, it will mark one of the best products
Bacak has offered the Internet marketing community in the past decade. A compendium of the strategies that
have helped over 453,768 customers unlock the secrets to making money online, the Secret Traffic Machine has
been over eight years in the making. During that time, Bacak has tested and refined it into a proven method for
setting any online business on complete cash-generating autopilot.

As a result, it has the potential to set record sales for Bacak, who still holds the all-time gravity record on
Clickbank for a previous product, 2,086.87, which no one has come close to beating. Those who take part will
be joining industry heavy hitters in skyrocketing the Secret Traffic Machine off the ground. “The one-week
split-testing timeframe of the offer will ensure super-high earnings per click (EPC),” explains Bacak.

Getting in on the launch and its probable high commissions should, therefore, be incentive enough for
promoters to sign on, but in his usual loyal style, Bacak is extending an extra reward to his participating JV
partners. The $10K Cold Hard Cash Contest is his way of saying, “Thanks for coming along for the ride and
helping me get where I am today.”

What’s more, participants can feel good about promoting the Secret Traffic Machine. That’s because every
tactic it contains has a time-tested track record of helping Internet marketers turn on their traffic machines. It’s a
surefire way of making JV partners and their customers a truckload of cash at year end and of propelling one’s
IM business well into next year.

Internet marketers who would like to learn more about the proven Internet marketing methodologies contained
in the Secret Traffic Machine can contact Dave Wilson at 1-404-537-1321. For more information on how to get
in the running to win in the $10K Cold Hard Cash Contest, visit http://secrettrafficmachine.com/jvinvite/
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Contact Information
Dave Wilson
Contact Matt Bacak
http://contactmattbacak.com/
1-404-537-1321

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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